A coalition dedicated to
improving the policy
landscape for cybersecurity
in Asia.

WHO ARE WE?
The Coalition for Cybersecurity in APAC
(CCAPAC) is a group of dedicated industry
stakeholders who are working to positively
shape the cybersecurity environment in
Asia through policy analysis, engagement
and capacity building.

WHAT WE DO?
Policy Analysis
We monitor and examine cyber
policy developments across the
region, and devise response
strategy and tactics.

Our members include Amazon Web
Services, Becton Dickson, Cisco and Intel.
Access Partnership, the world’s leading
public policy firm for technology, serves as
the secretariat for CCAPAC.

Engagement

WHY CHOOSE US?

Capacity Building

Growing cybersecurity threats are pushing
governments to take action. CCAPAC
leverages its unique technical capability
and established network to share our
vision for regulation and policy.

We develop knowledge
products and organize
workshops that raise awareness,
enhance capabilities, and drive
recognition of our members as
trusted sources.

We directly engage cyber
officials to influence policy and
regulation that impact markets.

What We Provide

Deep Technical Capability

Proven Record in Asia

Global Coverage

Our staff is well-versed in
the
technical
issues
around cybersecurity and
understands how these
dynamics
intersect
in
policy environments.

We have contacts with
governments across the
region and a proven
record of achieving client
goals in bilateral and
multilateral engagement.

We are present at policy
meetings
around
the
world, enabling us bring
lessons
learned
on
cybersecurity in other
regions to bear in APAC.

Workplan for 2020
•

Develop thought leadership on Operational Technology & the Internet of
Things.

•

Engage the Vietnam Government in its role as the ASEAN chair to shape
the broad regional approach to cybersecurity.

•

Continue stakeholder mapping of Asia cyber officials and engage on
national cyber policies in countries such as India or Indonesia.

•

Insert CCAPAC into capacity building efforts for successful CERTs in the
region, and work to harmonize regional policies within the ASEAN cyber
centers, bilateral initiatives, and multilateral forums.

•

Conduct engagement in multilateral forums such as APEC.
www.accesspartnership.com
+ 65 9145 6137
singapore@accesspartnership.com

